1. Introduction
===============

The cortical processing of visual information has been segregated -- functionally, anatomically and conceptually -- into a dorsal and ventral stream. Originally, Ungerleider and Mishkin proposed that the dorsal stream, connecting the primary visual cortex to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), is dedicated to the processing of *spatial* information: the 'where' pathway ([@bib94]; [@bib142]). By contrast, the ventral stream, extending from occipital cortex to the inferior temporal lobe, was considered to mediate *object* identification: the 'what' pathway. However, subsequent evidence suggested that both streams manipulate information about the nature of objects and their locations in space, and the dichotomy was revised by the pioneering work of Milner and Goodale. According to their model, the dorsal stream is responsible for the visual control of action while the ventral pathway enables enduring perceptual representations of our surrounding world ([@bib91]).

In Milner and Goodale\'s view, the dorsal *vision-for-action* system operates in real time, computing the absolute metrics of the target and its position in egocentric coordinates for eye or limb movements ([@bib47]; [@bib91]). Thus the dorsal stream delivers information directly to the motor system for immediate reaching, grasping or eye movements. By contrast, the ventral stream is dedicated to *vision-for-perception* and may also have a role in movement planning based on memory of an object and its relationship to other items. While many aspects of this model capture important features of the functional architecture of the cortical visual system, there is a sense of unease about how well the model accommodates all findings, as Milner and Goodale themselves acknowledge (see their recent defence, [@bib92]).

Many authors might agree broadly with their contention that the temporal lobe is specialized for perception while the superior parietal lobe (SPL) has a crucial role in the visual guidance of action. In our view, however, a crucial area of controversy is the proposed function of the human inferior parietal lobe (IPL). The disquiet here centres on whether this region fits easily into either of the proposed dorsal--ventral dichotomies, whether spatial versus object vision or action versus perception ([@bib47]; [@bib91]; [@bib94]; [@bib142]). To their credit, right from the very beginning, Milner and Goodale made it clear that their model did not deal well with the human IPL. Initially, they speculated that it may have more ventral than dorsal stream functionality ([@bib91]). Later, Milner considered it to be 'a nexus' between the dorsal and ventral systems ([@bib89]). In fact, recent functional imaging studies, using either retinotopic mapping to demarcate visual areas (Sereno, personal communication) or simply getting observers to watch a movie ([@bib129]), have consistently failed to activate the IPL, suggesting this region may have functions that are distinctly different from other visual areas.

Here, we are going to argue that the human IPL simply does not fit the dorsal--ventral visual stream dichotomy. Although it may play a role in integrating information from these streams ([@bib89]), the IPL appears also to have other functions. Once this is acknowledged, it becomes easier to reconsider the extant data -- without the baggage of any pre-existing theoretical framework -- and ask what the evidence suggests this region is specialized for. To anticipate, we will argue that existing findings reveal considerable differences between the IPL in the two hemispheres of humans. The right IPL is involved in the detection of salient new events in the environment ([@bib21]; [@bib48; @bib62]; [@bib75]; [@bib76]; [@bib78]; [@bib81]; [@bib85]; [@bib153]) and also in sustaining attention on task goals ([@bib1; @bib50; @bib71]; [@bib102]; [@bib134; @bib135]; [@bib145]), even in situations that do not require visual guidance of action or spatial shifts of attention. Lesions of this region also often lead to the syndrome of hemineglect ([@bib57]; [@bib95]; [@bib144]).

By contrast, the left IPL in humans is specialized for functions underpinning limb praxis which have yet to be fully characterized ([@bib19]; [@bib20]; [@bib37]; [@bib46]; [@bib49]; [@bib52]; [@bib104]). In this review, we focus on the right IPL (although some of the findings regarding functions of the left IPL also clearly do not fit well either of the existing dorsal--ventral dichotomies).

We propose that a primary function of the right IPL is in *maintaining* attention on *current* task goals as well as encoding *salient events* in the environment so that task-sets can be speedily *reconfigured* to deal with new challenges. These aspects of control, traditionally considered solely to be the remit of frontal structures, are crucial for maintaining focus on a task in the face of distraction, and conversely also for flexibly switching to new external demands should that be necessary for optimal guidance of behaviour.

We argue that the right IPL is a crucial node in a fronto-parietal system which has often been associated independently by various authors with sustaining attention, detecting salient or novel events, phasic alerting and switching between task-sets. In our view, these behaviours are all different aspects of a cognitive system dedicated to allocating resources optimally, either to current behavioural goals or reconfiguring goals to novel, salient challenges in the environment. While many authors have viewed such processes as part of 'executive control' over behaviour, we do not find this term altogether helpful and prefer to specify the processes in terms of experimental task requirements.

We begin though by considering some aspects of the Milner and Goodale model, before examining two alternative schemes proposed by [@bib116] and [@bib28]. In all these discussions we focus specifically on the proposed functions of the IPL. Next, we consider data from functional imaging, evoked potential and lesion studies that are currently not incorporated well by any of these models. Finally, we suggest a scheme of our own that takes into account these findings and attempts to integrate them into a coherent proposal regarding the contribution of the right IPL to behaviour.

2. The position of the IPL in Milner and Goodale\'s dorsal--ventral dichotomy
=============================================================================

Much of the supporting evidence for Milner and Goodale\'s perception--action model comes from double dissociations between two pathological deficits of visual function: optic ataxia and visual agnosia. Optic ataxia refers to the condition in which patients experience difficulty in accurately reaching towards visual targets ([@bib69]; [@bib105]), but suffer no problems in correctly identifying such objects. In contrast, visual agnosia is characterised by a deficit in object recognition with intact visual control of actions ([@bib90; @bib93]). Optic ataxia usually occurs following lesions of superior parietal areas (within the dorsal stream) ([@bib8]; [@bib17]; [@bib70]; [@bib105]), while visual agnosia is associated with temporal lesions (in the ventral stream) ([@bib42; @bib88]). This evidence has not gone without criticism, however ([@bib108]), although Milner and Goodale have countered some of these objections in their recent defence ([@bib92]).

The original anatomical studies leading to the exposition of two segregated cortical pathways were all performed on the monkey brain ([@bib38]; [@bib94]; [@bib141]; [@bib142]). The ventral pathway projects from the striate cortex to the inferior temporal lobe, while the dorsal pathway terminates in the PPC which is divided into the SPL and IPL, respectively by the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). In the monkey, the dorsal pathway is considered to extend to the IPL. However, Milner and Goodale proposed that in humans, the dorsal stream terminates in the SPL and IPS, and does not project as far as the IPL. Such a view would be consistent with Brodmann\'s scheme (based on cytoarchitechtonic observations) that the human superior parietal region contains the homologue of the monkey IPL ([@bib13]). But this leaves the human IPL unaccounted for in terms of the original dorsal--ventral dichotomy ([@bib66]).

Homology between the human and monkey PPC has been a controversial issue. [@bib149] drew parallels between the SPL and IPL in both species ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Their parcellation of the monkey PPC closely corresponds to that of the human, according to von Economo\'s analysis ([@bib150]). This has led more recent investigators such as Rizzolatti and Matelli to suggest that homology between monkey *IPL* and human *SPL* would imply a jump of the IPL across the IPS during the course of evolution, which they consider to be highly unlikely ([@bib116]). Instead, they draw parallels between the SPL in humans and monkeys, and the IPL across both species. In their view, these regions are largely homologous. We discuss the issue of homology of parietal sub-regions more fully later, when we examine Rizzolatti and Matelli\'s scheme for the processing of visual information.

Milner and Goodale speculated that the *human* IPL may be a high-level spatial representational system which subserves perceptual awareness by transforming information derived from both streams, but *predominantly* the ventral stream ([@bib91]). This hypothesis is consistent with some of the object-related phenomenology that has been associated with hemineglect, the syndrome that often follows lesions of the IPL and temporoparietal junction (TPJ), particularly in the right hemisphere ([@bib57]; [@bib95]; [@bib144]).

Although most investigators now consider hemineglect to be a multi-faceted disorder, with several potential components ([@bib18]; [@bib67]; [@bib117]; [@bib126]), the most obvious problem in many patients with the syndrome consists of an inability to attend to events occurring to the contralesional side of space. Milner and Goodale\'s theory of IPL function ([@bib91]) gives a good account of 'object-centred neglect', where patients may fail to attend to the left *side of objects*, regardless of their location in space. This phenomenon is quite rare, however. By contrast, Milner and Goodale do not offer explanations for potentially more common spatial deficits in neglect: often conceptualised as impairments of egocentric spatial representation, directing attention or planning movements ([@bib11; @bib54]; [@bib56]; [@bib74; @bib87]).[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Aside from this, it is becoming increasingly apparent that *non-spatial* cognitive processes may also contribute to the neglect syndrome, e.g., the ability to sustain attention or encode stimulus salience ([@bib67]; [@bib96]; [@bib117]). We consider these processes in more detail later in our own reformulation of the function of this region but the key point here is that these processes have no manifestation in the Milner and Goodale scheme. The only attentional components they discuss in relation to their model are selective mechanisms: '...operating in the ventral stream to facilitate perceptual analysis of objects ... alongside those in the dorsal stream which facilitate particular actions directed at those objects' ([@bib91]).

In summary, the deficits that follow right IPL lesions in humans -- spatial and non-spatial -- make it difficult to place within the Milner and Goodale dorsal--ventral model ([@bib66]). Similarly lesions of the left IPL in humans are associated with limb apraxia (a syndrome involving difficulty copying or producing gestures and movements to command) which is also not dealt with easily in their scheme ([@bib68]). These concerns about IPL function have played a key role in the development of alternative proposals, including the model developed by Rizzolatti and Matelli ([@bib116]).

3. Rizzolatti and Matelli\'s two dorsal stream model
====================================================

Rizzolatti and Matelli propose, on the basis of anatomical and functional evidence, that the dorsal visual stream is in fact formed by two sub-systems ([@bib116]). They argue that a *dorso-dorsal* stream has the basic characteristics of Milner and Goodale\'s dorsal stream and includes the SPL. Thus they interpret the data on optic ataxia and imaging studies on visually guided reaching as being broadly consistent with an online system for action. Their major departure concerns the IPL which they envisage as part of a separate *ventro-dorsal* stream. In their view, this stream plays a fundamental role in *both* perception and action. Specifically they consider the right IPL in humans to play a role in both spatial perception and action, with damage to this region causing hemineglect; while the left IPL has a central role in action recognition, grasping and manipulation, with lesions here leading to limb apraxia.

Like the original anatomical studies leading to the segregation of the cortical visual system into separate pathways ([@bib94]; [@bib142]), Rizzolatti and Matelli\'s model developed from studies of the macaque visual system. As alluded to earlier, their analysis suggests to them that the IPS is functionally homologous in both macaques and humans, so it can be considered to divide the parietal cortex of both species into functionally similar SPL and IPL regions. One problem with considering that there are direct homologies between *all* parts of macaque and human parietal cortex is the hemispheric asymmetry that is so clear in humans and is an important part of the Rizzolatti and Matelli model. A similar difference between left and right IPL regions has never been demonstrated in macaques. This would also explain why there is no good monkey model of neglect that encompasses the severity, duration and impact on everyday functions of the syndrome observed in humans ([@bib66]). Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge there is no report of limb apraxia, as observed in humans, following lesions of the macaque IPL.

A second issue is that there may be differences between how the human and monkey PPC is organised, quite apart from hemispheric asymmetries. Comparative studies show that the IPS and IPL are markedly expanded in humans compared to the macaque monkey -- at a ratio at least twice that of the overall increase in the rest of the cortical surface -- particularly the angular gyrus and TPJ ([@bib101]). Functionally, there also seem to be differences in this region between the two species ([@bib99; @bib101]), for example regarding analysis of 3D-structure-from-motion ([@bib146]). In fact, on the basis of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies performed in both humans and monkeys, the human IPS has been shown to contain more functional regions than the monkey IPS ([@bib99; @bib100; @bib146]). The human IPS has been reported to have at least four motion sensitive areas: ventral IPS, parieto-occipital IPS, dorsal IPS medial and dorsal IPS anterior; whilst the (rhesus) monkey IPS contains only one motion sensitive region (VIP) ([@bib99]). The expansion of the IPS and IPL in humans may represent the anatomical correlate of characteristically human attributes, such as tool use, which would rely on a more detailed analysis of visual information ([@bib123]).

A third problem with the Rizzolatti and Matelli scheme is that it has recently been claimed that the monkey IPL is not formed by just two areas (as previously thought), but by four: Opt, PG, PFG and PF ([@bib120]). Each of these regions was found to display distinct sets of connections with visual, somatosensory, auditory and limbic areas; in addition to robust interconnections between themselves. This newer data suggests that Rizzolatti and Matelli\'s formulation may be too simplistic.

Nevertheless, Rizzolatti and Matelli do attempt to address some of the issues regarding the IPL which are not really dealt with very well by the Milner and Goodale model. For example, they discuss the syndrome of limb apraxia in the context of the known responses of neurones in the IPL and IPS to action perception and control in the macaque. They also briefly address the spatial aspects of the neglect syndrome occurring after right IPL damage in humans. However, their account does not offer an explanation as to why individuals with neglect frequently have impairments of cognitive processes which do not have spatial perceptual or action oriented components ([@bib67]; [@bib96]; [@bib117]). These components of the neglect syndrome, we believe, also need to be addressed if accounts of right IPL function are to be credible. One important move in this direction comes from a model articulated by Corbetta and Shulman for attention systems in the human brain ([@bib28]).

4. Corbetta and Shulman\'s goal-directed and stimulus-driven streams
====================================================================

In their proposal, Corbetta and Shulman focussed on fractionating pathways from parietal to frontal cortex for directed attention ([@bib28]). Their scheme therefore does not directly address the functional architecture from primary visual cortex to parietal or temporal cortex. In this respect it is not concerned with all the issues dealt with either by Ungerleider and Mishkin or Milner and Goodale. Nevertheless, it is an important model which challenges the way in which both SPL and IPL functions are viewed from a visual system perspective. Rather unfortunately though, Corbetta and Shulman also used a dorsal and ventral distinction in their terminology, which does not map on to the traditional anatomical divisions for the visual system. Their *dorsal fronto-parietal* network incorporates the SPL, IPS and dorsal frontal cortex including the frontal eye fields, while the *ventral fronto-parietal* network, lateralised to the right hemisphere, involves the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), IPL and ventral frontal cortex including middle and inferior frontal gyri. They are not specific about which visual areas provide afferents to these streams.

According to this model, the dorsal fronto-parietal network is involved in the goal-directed or top--down selection of stimuli and responses; while the ventral fronto-parietal network detects salient, behaviourally significant events occurring in the environment ([@bib28]). In this scheme, top--down control of attention refers to prior knowledge about where in space to attend or what object features (such as shape, colour or motion) to search for in relation to current task or goal demands -- *perceptual set*. It can also refer to advance information regarding what response needs to be produced, or *motor set*.

Such goal-directed signals for the allocation of spatial attention are usually assessed by tasks which provide a directional, *endogenous* cue regarding the subsequent location of a target. Functional magnetic resonance imaging experiments have shown that, unlike occipital regions which respond only transiently to such cues, sustained activation is observed in the IPS and frontal eye fields (FEF) in response to endogenous cues ([@bib27]). Thus dorsal fronto-parietal regions are activated when subjects direct spatial attention endogenously. Other studies have also separated *preparatory* signals for attending to stimuli from simple visual analysis, detection or response to such stimuli, consistently observing activity in the SPL, IPS and the FEF ([@bib60]; [@bib72]). Dorsal fronto-parietal regions are also active during different types of visual selection, for example selection of motion direction ([@bib130]). These same areas are active too during action selection, e.g., both eye movement and arm related activity have been reported in the FEF and IPS ([@bib25]; [@bib26]).

What about the proposed *ventral* fronto-parietal network? Corbetta and Shulman consider the TPJ, which lies at the border of the IPL, to be a crucial node for encoding salient, behaviourally significant events. Stimulus salience refers to the properties of a stimulus that make it stand out from the surrounding background. For example, a red flower in a field of green grass stands out and hence rapidly draws attention because of its difference in shape and colour in relation to the green blades of grass. Similarly, abrupt visual onsets may also capture attention 'bottom--up'. The effects of such sudden, distinctive events may be examined by tasks incorporating an *exogenous* cue -- a flashed stimulus -- which facilitates response to a target at the cued location. Such effects occur across different stimulus sensory modalities ([@bib127]).

Corbetta and Shulman argue that the ventral fronto-parietal network, involving TPJ and ventral frontal cortex, performs a 'circuit-breaking' function, reorienting attention to sudden, behaviourally salient events. This network is strongly right lateralised and therefore may have direct implications for the pathophysiology of hemispatial neglect ([@bib28]). Unlike the dorsal fronto-parietal network, the ventral fronto-parietal network is not activated by generating or maintaining an attentional set, but is strongly engaged by target detection ([@bib27]; [@bib106]). Furthermore, when targets occur at an unexpected location -- and are therefore very salient -- activation is further enhanced in this network and shows even more lateralisation to the right hemisphere ([@bib2]; [@bib27]). Importantly, activation in this processing stream is also observed when infrequently occurring stimuli occur at locations not requiring a spatial shift of attention, for example at gaze fixation ([@bib85]). Right TPJ and ventral frontal cortex are also activated regardless of the stimulus modality of change ([@bib39]).

Corbetta and Shulman argue that the anatomy of the neglect syndrome corresponds more closely to their ventral system than the dorsal one ([@bib28]). In addition, because they propose that the salience detection system in the TPJ is right lateralised, their model would also be consistent with neglect being far more frequent following right hemisphere lesions. Lesions to the TPJ are associated with impaired orienting to invalidly cued stimuli in contralesional space ([@bib45]), a function originally attributed to the SPL ([@bib112]) but since revised by many of the original investigators. Finally, studies which show neglect may follow focal lesions of the right ventral frontal cortex ([@bib35]; [@bib64]) would also be in accord with this proposal.

Corbetta and Shulman argue that neglect patients with IPL or ventral frontal lesions have deficits primarily in stimulus detection rather than in top--down, goal-directed orienting of attention. We argue that this distinction may be an oversimplification and does not capture fully the role of the IPL in salience detection. Moreover, deficits in the ability to sustain attention are also prominent in many patients with neglect ([@bib18]; [@bib67]; [@bib117; @bib126]; [@bib155]). It might be argued that the ability to sustain attention on a task or goal is also a 'top--down' cognitive process, dependent on subjects holding the task or goal 'set' in mind for the duration of the task. In fact, it has been demonstrated that a patient with a localised lesion of the right TPJ was unable to inhibit saccades to salient but task-irrelevant distractors as well as goal-relevant distractors, suggesting that *both* processes were affected by this lesion ([@bib16]). As we will discuss in the next section, numerous functional imaging studies in normal human subjects have identified the IPL in tasks incorporating sustained attention. These findings, we believe, raise questions about a simple distinction between the validity of a dorsal fronto-parietal system specialised for top--down control of behaviour and a ventral system dedicated to detecting stimulus salience.

5. The role of the inferior parietal lobe in vigilance and sustaining attention
===============================================================================

According to traditional theories, attention is broadly divided into two domains: a *selectivity* aspect and an *intensity* aspect ([@bib110]). Some authors have distinguished between vigilance and sustained attention as being two extremes of a continuum within the intensity domain. Thus *vigilance* has been considered 'a state of readiness to detect and respond to *small* changes occurring at random time intervals in the environment' ([@bib83]) and is studied primarily through long, tedious tasks -- vigils -- requiring individuals to continuously monitor the environment for rare events. Detection of an infrequent blip on a radar screen would be an example where vigilant attention is considered to be deployed. *Sustained attention* on the other hand has been invoked in situations where the flow of information is more rapid, requiring continuous active processing and monitoring ([@bib79]). For example, an interpreter giving an 'on-line' translation of a speech would be considered to be actively sustaining attention to the words of the speaker. In our view, both ends of this intensity spectrum require holding current goal or task instructions in mind in order to monitor incoming information from the environment and produce (motor) outputs which satisfy the goal/task demands. In this sense both vigilance and sustained attention require processes which are often termed as being 'top--down' in current parlance.

There is now ample evidence for a right hemisphere bias in the control of these intensity aspects of attention, even in terms of simple reaction time measures, from both patient studies ([@bib61]) and investigations in normal control subjects ([@bib136]). Within the right hemisphere, lesion studies have specifically identified the IPL and ventral frontal cortex as crucial regions either for sustaining attention or vigilance, for example in patients with tumour excisions ([@bib121]; [@bib122]; [@bib152]). Remarkably, the results of functional imaging studies have been extremely consistent with these findings.

Thus while the SPL has been associated with spatial shifts of attention and the visual guidance of actions ([@bib24]; [@bib34]; [@bib145]), the IPL and ventral frontal cortex has been implicated repeatedly in tasks assessing sustained attention or vigilance in healthy subjects ([@bib1]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib44]; [@bib50; @bib71; @bib102; @bib103; @bib134; @bib135; @bib145]). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} depicts the results of a meta-analysis we performed using MRICro software ([www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro](http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro)), of activations obtained in studies which used either positron emission tomography (PET) or fMRI (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for full details). Investigations were included only if they employed a task in which subjects had to detect the occurrence of rare events at single locations (in various sensory modalities), or a version of the continuous performance task (CPT). The CPT typically involves the presentation of a relatively rapid, pseudorandom series of letters or digits at a rapid, fixed rate, with the instruction to respond to a particular stimulus letter or digit. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that both vigilant and sustained attention protocols consistently activate the right IPL and ventral frontal cortex.

The role of the IPL and ventral frontal regions in sustaining attention is also supported by studies of patients with hemineglect. For example, it has been reported in a study of 44 right hemisphere stroke patients that individuals exhibiting neglect performed far worse on a non-spatial task of auditory sustained attention than control right hemisphere patients without neglect ([@bib118]). In fact performance on this task was found to be a better discriminatory test than line bisection, a more conventional measure of neglect. *Persistent* neglect has also been found in other studies to be related to an impairment in sustained attention ([@bib59]; [@bib126]). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that improving vigilance can ameliorate aspects of neglect ([@bib154]). The use of computerised training tasks designed to increase endogenous maintenance of attention has been found not only to lead to improvements in tasks assessing neglect, but to greater activation in right hemisphere areas including preserved parts of the IPL ([@bib137]; [@bib139]). Finally, it has also been shown that the use of the noradrenergic agonist guanfacine can produce benefits in these patients, most likely by improving performance in maintaining attention ([@bib84]).

All these findings provide a strong evidence base for the role of the right IPL in maintaining attention, one of the intensity-based aspects of attention, which is not discussed in the models we have considered in this review. The right IPL also has a role in responding to salient events, as Corbetta and Shulman propose ([@bib28]). However, as we discuss, in the next section, their model may not fully capture the contributions of the region to this process.

6. The role of the inferior parietal lobe in salience detection and phasic alerting
===================================================================================

Salience refers to the properties of a stimulus which make it stand out from the background. This may be because it represents something we have not encountered recently (*novelty*), or because its properties have behavioural significance to our current goal set (*behavioural* or *target-related salience*). Here, we propose also that a stimulus may be salient because it acts as a warning of an event of behavioural significance (*phasic alerting*), for example the ringing of an emergency alarm in a public building. Clearly these different types of salience have many similarities, but they also differ for example in the extent to which they involve 'goal-directed' versus 'stimulus-driven' processes. In other words, brain mechanisms involved in responding to salient stimuli need not be simply responding in a 'bottom--up' or exogenous fashion as suggested by the Corbetta and Shulman model ([@bib28]). We now discuss each of these categories of stimulus salience in turn and the role of the IPL in their mediation.

6.1. Target-related salience
----------------------------

Target-related salience refers to the process where the characteristics of a target stimulus must be held in mind to direct subsequent actions appropriately, depending on what is perceived in the environment or during the task. It is most frequently assessed using the *oddball paradigm*, which consists of infrequently occurring target stimuli (to which the subject must respond) embedded in a stream of frequently occurring standard non-target stimuli, to which responses must be withheld. In healthy subjects, event-related potentials (ERPs) have been frequently used to study the neurophysiological correlates of orienting to target stimuli in the oddball paradigm. Detection of such salient events leads to a characteristic positive response centred over the parietal lobe ([@bib147]) occurring approximately 300--500 ms after target presentation, but not after familiar non-targets. This wave is known as the P3 ([@bib115]) or P300 ([@bib131]) response. Lesions of the TPJ lead to elimination of the P3 ([@bib77]), whereas patients with prefrontal lesions have alterations of P3 over posterior areas ([@bib9]). Moreover, patients with hemineglect also show reduction of the P3 amplitude ([@bib80]).

In healthy control subjects, during target detection using this paradigm, the cortical areas most consistently activated on functional imaging are the right sided IPL, IPS, TPJ and frontal regions ([@bib15]; [@bib21; @bib44; @bib48; @bib62; @bib75; @bib76; @bib78; @bib81; @bib85; @bib153]). This is illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which plots right hemisphere activation foci obtained in a meta-analysis we performed of these studies (listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The investigations included in this analysis employed the oddball paradigm using stimuli of any sensory modality, but occurring at a single location only.

Performance on the oddball task clearly may involve 'bottom--up' or 'stimulus-driven' capture of attention by virtue of targets being rare, as Corbetta and Shulman argue ([@bib28]). However, in current terminology, keeping the target in mind during the oddball task might also be considered to be a 'top--down' or 'goal-directed' activity. In our view, therefore, the suggestion that neglect patients might have problems only in 'bottom--up' stimulus detection ([@bib28]) fails to capture all aspects of the contribution of the IPL. Our proposal is that the right IPL plays a key role in responding to salient targets which requires *both* the task goal to be maintained -- so targets can be discriminated from non-targets -- as well as detection of successive stimuli in the task.

6.2. Novelty
------------

New events or objects, which have not been encountered in a particular behavioural context before are highly salient and also easily attract attention. This is an essential feature of a nervous system which encourages exploration of the surrounding environment. Like target-related salience, novelty has been studied using the oddball paradigm. In such tasks, in addition to infrequently occurring targets which require a response, there are occasional new stimuli which have not been presented previously. Subjects are instructed to respond only to the targets and are usually not given any instructions about the novel stimuli. Like targets, novel stimuli elicit a P3 ERP response centred over parietal cortex, even when no response to these items is required. But the positive wave occurs slightly earlier (sometimes referred to as P3a) than that which occurs to targets (P3b) ([@bib33]; [@bib132]). Lesions of the TPJ lead to abolition of both the P3a and P3b ([@bib77]).

While the areas of activation obtained during functional imaging studies in healthy subjects seem to occur more posteriorly in response to novelty than targets, they too predominantly involve the IPL, TPJ and ventral frontal lobe ([@bib15]; [@bib40]; [@bib48; @bib75; @bib76]). This is demonstrated in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, which plots the results of a meta-analysis we performed of functional imaging studies (listed in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) using the oddball paradigm to determine the anatomy of brain regions associated with the processing of stimulus novelty. Again, all of the investigations we included presented stimuli at a single location only, but a variety of sensory modalities was employed.

Again, as with orienting to target stimuli in the oddball paradigm, it might be argued that detection of novel events occurs in a primarily 'bottom--up' fashion; but clearly memory of previous items also needs to be maintained for a novel stimulus to be correctly judged as new. Thus, in our view, a 'stimulus-driven' account also fails to capture all aspects of the processes required to respond to novelty in such paradigms.

6.3. Phasic alerting
--------------------

The final aspect of salience we discuss is phasic alerting, a process that has usually not been considered in this context but considered separately, under the intensity aspects of attention. Phasic alerting refers to a readiness to detect or respond to environmental changes occurring as a result of an exogenous warning stimulus ([@bib110]), which may be in the same modality as the subsequent target stimulus or a different one. There may be predefined associations between an alerting stimulus and one which follows it, for example a cue presented a set interval before a visual target. Posner and Boies' studies demonstrated that reaction times to targets following phasic alerting cues were least if the interval between cue and target was 500--1000 ms ([@bib110]). On the other hand, there may not be any predetermined stimulus--stimulus or stimulus--response association, in which case the alerting cue becomes very similar to a novel one. In fact, in some respects, all salient stimuli are phasic alerting, to varying degrees. Here we will consider a phasic alerting stimulus to be one which warns the subject of an impending target, but is of no other informational value. It has of course been shown that an alerting cue which orients a subject to the spatial location of an impending target, activates the right IPS and TPJ ([@bib27; @bib72]). However, it is important to note that there are also studies which suggest these regions are important in the detection of cues which provide no such predictive information ([@bib41]; [@bib138]).

In one such study ([@bib138]), a simple target detection paradigm was used in which some of the targets were preceded by a visual or auditory cue (variable cue-target interval, so as not to be temporally predictive). The other investigation ([@bib41]) employed the attention network test (ANT) which is designed simultaneously to probe the effect of a non-informative cue (*alerting* condition), a spatially informative cue (*orienting* condition) and a condition in which the target arrow stimulus is flanked either by incongruent or congruent arrow stimuli (*conflict* situation, obtained by subtracting the effect of congruent from incongruent). [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} plots, in MRICro, the right fronto-parietal activations obtained in these two studies (which are the only ones we found in the literature to list coordinates of activation in response to a non-spatially informative alerting cue). Again, the IPL and TPJ are implicated. In the right frontal lobe, the activation centroids appear to be in the middle, rather than inferior, frontal gyrus.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Lesions of the right hemisphere have long been known to impair alerting responses, measured with galvanic skin responses ([@bib55]) or heart rate changes to warning cues ([@bib157]). Conversely, patients with hemineglect following right hemisphere lesions benefit from an alerting tone during a task designed to assess the severity of their leftward inattention ([@bib119]). Posner and Petersen argued that ascending noradrenergic pathways from the locus coeruleus (LC) play a key role in alertness specifically through their innervation of right frontal and parietal regions ([@bib111]), with the parietal cortex in particular appearing to receive a dense projection ([@bib43]). They pointed to electrophysiological studies which suggested a crucial function of LC noradrenergic cells in arousal. For example, the activity of these neurones is reduced in states of low arousal ([@bib4]).

Recently, however, our understanding of the role of the LC noradrenergic system has been revised to a more sophisticated formulation. Aston-Jones and colleagues argue that the LC contributes to the regulation of attention between a focussed, selective attention state (that facilitates responses to targets and filters out distractors) and a scanning, labile state that allows flexible responding to new events, i.e. to stimuli that are not targets but may nevertheless be important ([@bib3]; [@bib5]). As we have discussed, there is evidence for involvement of the right IPL in both of these modes of operation: maintaining attention and responding to novel, salient events.

In summary, the evidence points to a role of the right IPL in phasic alerting, which may be a special case of a response to a salient stimulus in the environment that acts to reconfigure task goals, possibly via interactions involving a noradrenergic input from the LC.

7. The process of reconfiguration
=================================

How does reconfiguration occur? One way to examine this issue is to look at data on task switching. Functional imaging data and ERP evidence suggests a role for the IPL -- as well as frontal regions -- in task set reconfiguration, although not necessarily lateralized to the right hemisphere ([@bib14]; [@bib125]; [@bib140]).

Tests assessing how we switch between two or more tasks involve the reconfiguration of a number of discrete processes ([@bib151]). Task switching may involve a shift in the *rule* used to process stimuli in search of behavioural targets: for example from spatial location to object attributes of items. It may also involve a change in the *motor response*, e.g., which hand to respond with following, target stimuli. Unfortunately, most paradigms assessing task switching involve both of these processes, as well as differing degrees of working memory load, and a variety of bilateral frontal and parietal foci of activation are found in such studies. For this reason, meta-analysis may be particularly useful in elucidating the critical regions underlying reconfiguration.

One recent review undertook meta-analyses of neuroimaging studies of three types of paradigm: the Wisconsin Card-Sorting Task (WCST), task-switching studies and the go/no-go task, as well as a crucial conjunction analysis of all three paradigms ([@bib14]). The WCST requires subjects to sort cards according to a rule which they must learn by trial and error. After a set number of trials, this rule changes and participants must 'shift set' in order to determine the new way in which they must sort the cards. This task was originally developed to probe human abstraction and ability to switch set. However, it clearly involves other cognitive processes, such as working memory and the ability to learn from positive and negative feedback. This is in contrast to 'purer' tests of task-switching in which an instructional cue specifies explicitly which of two rules should be used. Finally, in the go/no-go task, subjects are instructed either to respond (go) or not to respond (no-go) to a predefined set of stimuli embedded in a stream of rapidly presented items. The stimuli are presented such that the 'go' response predominates, so that when a 'no-go' stimulus occurs, the subject has to overcome a predisposed tendency to respond. This ability to inhibit a pre-potent, conflicting response is also a key component of both task switching and the WCST.

The right IPL and ventral frontal cortex were identified as major foci of activation in all three meta-analyses, along with their left-sided counterparts. However, in a conjunction analysis of all three types of study, the right -- and not the left -- IPL and ventral frontal cortex were found to be substantially activated ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This finding suggests that a process common to all three of these paradigms -- such as the ability to overcome conflict between a previous response and a new one -- depends upon the right, rather than the left, IPL.

As with the process of reconfiguration, most studies investigating the effect of potentially conflicting responses, have focussed on the frontal lobes ([@bib12]; [@bib97]; [@bib124]). It is, however, becoming clear that this crucial component of the reconfiguration process, is also associated with PPC activity ([@bib82]; [@bib133]). A recent study performed with neglect patients also supports this contention ([@bib32]). Coulthard and colleagues used a (vertical) directional flanker task, to demonstrate that patients with posterior parietal lesions show a paradoxical *facilitation* of rightward movements in the presence of conflicting leftward response plans. In contrast, neglect patients with frontal damage had increased costs of conflict for both leftward and rightward movements. The authors argue that the findings suggest the right PPC normally acts as a crucial stage for the automatic activation of competing motor plans, whilst frontal regions act to inhibit action plans which are not relevant to current task goals. Importantly, patients with left parietal lesions did not demonstrate a similar facilitation of leftward movements in the context of conflicting rightward response plans. This, like the conjunction meta-analysis of WCST, task-switching and go/no-go paradigms ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), suggests that resolution of response conflict may be predominantly a function of right, rather than left, parietal cortex.

Neurophysiological evidence suggests that task-switching is accompanied by a parietal slow wave which appears to be a P300 or P3 response ([@bib125]; [@bib140]). As discussed earlier, detection of salient targets is also associated with a parietal P3 response (P3b), as is the detection of novel stimuli (denoted P3a). However, the P3a in response to novel stimuli occurs slightly earlier and more anteriorly ([@bib58]) than the P3b evoked by task-relevant events. Moreover, the P3a is generally of smaller amplitude and/or of shorter latency than the P3b, with a greater rate of habituation, particularly over parietal regions ([@bib23]; [@bib33]; [@bib73]; [@bib109]; [@bib148]; [@bib156]).[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Thus there is a difference between the P3 response to salient *task-related* stimuli -- the P3b -- and to novel stimuli that may not be relevant to the task -- the P3a.

Intriguingly, converging evidence from animal neurophysiological, pharmacological and lesion studies, as well as some human studies, suggests that the P3 recorded over cortical regions reflects phasic activity of the LC noradrenergic system, which sends dense projections to the parietal cortex (for review see [@bib98]). For example, lesions of the LC in monkeys lead to abolition of P3-like cortical responses ([@bib107]). Consistent with such findings, computational modelling by Dayan and Yu has suggested the possibility that phasic noradrenergic activity might act as a 'neural interrupt signal', re-setting or reconfiguring ongoing processing, leading to a shift in behaviour towards a task-engaged state ([@bib36]).

It has been generally acknowledged that noradrenergic LC cells fire en masse either phasically or tonically in response to afferent input ([@bib3]; [@bib4]; [@bib10]). Aston-Jones and colleagues have proposed that *phasic* noradrenergic activity facilitates focussed selective responding with effective filtering out of distractors. On the other hand, an increase in *tonic* LC activity (associated with reduced phasic activity) shifts behaviour into an exploratory, more distractible state ([@bib3]). The computational modelling work performed by Dayan and Yu extends this concept, suggesting that alterations in the tonic activity of LC noradrenergic activity signals unexpected events in the surrounding environment, for example, changes in the nature of a task or the behavioural context in which it is being performed ([@bib36]; [@bib158]). They envisage phasic activity (which correlates with the P3) to signal the occurrence of uncertain events *within* a task, alerting the subject to the occurrence of a goal relevant stimulus (such as a target or a predetermined signal to switch stimulus--response contingencies) and interrupting the default state ([@bib36]). In this way, phasic noradrenergic activity facilitates sustained and accurate performance of a task.

The relationship between tonic noradrenergic activity and function is thought to follow an inverted U-shaped curve ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A), with an optimal level of focussed performance being associated with a moderate level of noradrenaline, while low noradrenergic levels are associated with drowsiness and high levels with distractibility ([@bib3]). Importantly, the level of tonic activity appears to influence the extent of *phasic* noradrenaline release. At low tonic levels, when the animal is drowsy, there is very little phasic activity, and similarly at very high tonic levels. But between these two extremes -- at moderate tonic noradrenergic levels -- phasic LC bursts are most effective and are strongly correlated with accurate target detection ([@bib6]) and, by inference, the P3b potential recorded over parietal cortex in response to salient task-related stimuli ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). It is in this condition that behaviour seems to be most easily maintained on task demands, corresponding to our view of the state of sustained attention in human observers.

Under these circumstances, we hypothesise that *novel* task-irrelevant stimuli also cause phasic bursts of activity within LC neurons, but of smaller amplitude or shorter duration. Studies in humans show that under such conditions the P3a recorded over cortical regions is lower amplitude and/or shorter latency ([@bib156]). If baseline or tonic noradrenergic levels were to increase, then we envisage that responses to novel or distracting stimuli would become more prominent. Thus behaviour becomes more distractible and exploratory in nature and disengagement from the task occurs, accompanied by a reduction in LC phasic activity and parietal P3b potentials to targets ([@bib3]; [@bib6]; [@bib143]).

In summary, we argue that *phasic* bursts of LC noradrenergic activity (on a background of moderate tonic levels) induce, via parietal regions, a goal-focussed task-engaged state, enhancing sustained attention to task demands and facilitating the detection of task-relevant events (indexed by the P3b). On the other hand, increases in LC *tonic* activity shift behaviour towards a more distractible and exploratory state, favouring responses to novel environmental stimuli. These are the two broadly complementary, aspects of attention -- maintaining attentive control on current task goals and responding to salient new or alerting stimuli in the environment -- which we consider to be a crucial aspect of right IPL function.

But what drives the LC noradrenergic input to the parietal cortex and what governs the interplay between phasic and tonic modes of functioning? The answers to these questions remain to be established. However, it may be important to note that in addition to receiving subcortical afferents, there are prominent cortical projections to the LC from medial frontal and orbitofrontal structures ([@bib7]; [@bib113]) which might play a key role in modulating its responses. For example, it has been demonstrated that the amplitude of LC phasic responses to targets on a signal detection task, is altered by the motivational significance (i.e. associated reward) of the stimulus ([@bib6]; [@bib114]). Such *motivational salience* signals in the LC may come via frontal regions and act to modulate the noradrenergic innervation to parietal cortex. The PPC also receives direct connections from frontal regions ([@bib128]).

In fact, the PPC appears to be an important hub where several different types of information -- sensory, motor, goal-related and reward -- converge. Indeed, recent evidence demonstrates that the IPL is at the heart of a 'structural core' of the human cerebral cortex, as one of the most densely interconnected cortical regions ([@bib51]). Such connectivity ideally places the IPL at the centre of a network where these different types of information may compete, with signals from the LC biasing the outcome of the competition depending upon whether the subject is in a task-engaged (sustained attention) or distractible, exploratory state.

8. The role of the right inferior parietal lobe in controlling behaviour
========================================================================

In the last few sections, we have discussed how the IPL plays a central role in networks which underlie both sustained attention and various forms of response to salient stimuli in the environment. Maintaining attention on current task goals is crucial for successful accomplishments but just as important is the ability to adapt to changing circumstances by reconfiguring task goals should the need arise, based on salient new information. The brain needs to engage in both these activities and switch between them flexibly. As we have discussed, there is evidence for both these modes of operation in the right IPL.

Importantly, neither of these processes are considered in several existing models of the visual system, including that of Milner and Goodale ([@bib91]; [@bib94]; [@bib116]). Moreover, each of these modes of operation receives input from what might be termed 'goal-directed' as well as 'bottom--up' mechanisms. It therefore becomes difficult to view the functions of the SPL and IPL as goal-driven and stimulus-driven, respectively ([@bib28]), when both of these processes seem to rely so heavily on IPL activity.

We would rather conceptualise the IPL as contributing to two broadly different, but complementary, aspects of attention. As we hope to have shown, the evidence suggests it plays an important role in both responding to salient events as well as maintaining attention on the task at hand. The weight given to these processes appears to differ between the two hemispheres. This is most evident from a consideration of the two syndromes, hemineglect and limb apraxia, which result from damage to the right and left IPL, respectively ([@bib19; @bib20; @bib37; @bib46; @bib49; @bib52]; [@bib57]; [@bib95; @bib104]; [@bib144]). Neglect or disorders of attention following right hemisphere damage may be associated with deficits in sustaining attention and detecting salient events ([@bib18; @bib45; @bib53; @bib59]; [@bib66]; [@bib67]; [@bib80; @bib117; @bib118]; [@bib121]; [@bib122]), whereas there is no evidence of similar deficits encountered in patients with limb apraxia following left hemisphere lesions.

Of course, the defining feature of neglect is a difference in responding to stimuli in contralesional versus ipsilesional space. Such a spatial or directional impairment is not simply explained by a global deficit in sustaining attention or detecting salient events. Our argument is not that these two functions explain all of the neglect syndrome, or indeed all of IPL function, but rather that they may contribute to or exacerbate any spatial biases produced by unilateral lesions (for further discussion see [@bib66] and [@bib67]). Spatial biases in attention may also follow left hemisphere lesions but they tend to be less pronounced and less persistent. We would hypothesize that the severity of neglect may be far less in such individuals than their right hemisphere counterparts because they do not also suffer from comparably severe deficits in sustaining attention or responding to salient items (measured with stimuli presented centrally). Such a proposal is obviously open to empirical testing in the future.

In summary, our review of current models of the visual system, suggest that the human IPL poses a real challenge to existing dichotomies. We argue that different aspects of IPL function are not adequately captured by these schemes. Our appraisal of imaging, electrophysiological and lesion findings regarding the IPL suggest that it plays a crucial role in flexibly reconfiguring behaviour between two states: maintaining attention on current task goals and responding to salient information and new events in the world around us.

This work was supported by the Wellcome Trust and the NIHR CBC at UCL/UCLH.

It has previously been suggested on the basis of patient studies, that right IPL damage may be associated with difficulty in directing movements into the contralesional side of space -- *directional hypokinesia* ([@bib65]; [@bib86]). However, lesions in those studies involved white matter as well as cortical regions. Thus, although maximal lesion overlap may have been in the IPL, fibres of passage from, for example, neighbouring structures such as the intraparietal sulcus (that are known to hold motor representations) might also have been involved.

We did not consider the more complex designs used by Coull and her colleagues, which used several different types of cue ([@bib31]).

There are circumstances in which novel, or other infrequently occurring distractors, are capable of producing a P3a which is of larger amplitude than the P3b generated by the target in an oddball task ([@bib22]; [@bib23]; [@bib73]). These seem to be limited to situations in which the target is difficult to distinguish perceptually from the frequently occurring non-target stimuli, whilst the novels, or infrequently occurring distractors, are far more salient. In these instances however, although the amplitude of the P3b is reduced, the latency is increased. Also note that in such situations more errors occur, suggesting that subjects are less effectively engaged in the task.

![Anatomy of monkey and human posterior parietal cortex. According to Brodmann\'s examination of the monkey and human posterior parietal cortex, there is no monkey homologue of the human IPL. In contrast, von Bonin and Bailey\'s parcellation of the monkey posterior parietal cortex corresponds closely to that of the human as outlined by von Economo -- here the monkey SPL and IPL are homologous to the human SPL and IPL. Reproduced from [@bib63] in: Vision and Visual Dysfunction: Vol 13. Dyslexia, published 1991, \[MacMillan Press Scientific & Medical\] with permission of Palgrave MacMillan.](gr1){#fig1}

![Activation sites associated with sustaining attention. Meta-analysis (performed in MRIcro--[www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro](http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro)) of sites of activation obtained during tasks assessing sustained attention in normal control subjects. Only areas within the right frontal and parietal lobes are shown here.](gr2){#fig2}

![Activation sites associated with target related salience. Meta-analysis (performed in MRIcro--[www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro](http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro)) of brain activation sites associated with target detection during the oddball paradigm in healthy control subjects. Only right hemisphere frontal and parietal regions are shown.](gr3){#fig3}

![Activation sites associated with novelty detection. Meta-analysis (performed in MRIcro -- [www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro](http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro)) of brain regions associated with novelty detection during the oddball paradigm in control subjects. Only right hemisphere regions in the frontal and parietal lobes are demonstrated here.](gr4){#fig4}

![Activation sites associated with phasic alerting. Meta-analysis (performed in MRIcro--[www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro](http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro)) of regions activated by non-informative warning cues in healthy control subjects. Right hemisphere frontal and parietal regions only are demonstrated here.](gr5){#fig5}

![Conjunction analysis of studies using the WCST, task-switching and go/no-go paradigms. Three-dimensional surface rendered views of meta-analyses and all possible conjunctions of the following paradigms: 1 = WCST, 2 = task-switching, 3 = go/no-go task, 4 = WCST and task-switching, 5 = WCST and go/no-go, 6 = task-switching and go/no-go, 7 = WCST, task-switching and go/no-go. Reproduced from Buchsbaum et al. (2005) *Human Brain Mapping*, 25(1), 35--45. Copyright (2005 John Wiley & Sons). Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc.](gr6){#fig6}

![Postulated relationship between locus coeruleus activity, posterior parietal function and behavioural state. (A) The relationship between tonic levels of noradrenergic activity in the locus coeruleus (LC) and the ability to sustain attention on a task follows an inverted U-shaped function. Low levels of tonic activity are associated with drowsiness, moderate levels with efficient *task-engaged* behaviour and higher levels with a more distractible, *exploratory* state. (B) In the task-engaged state, LC tonic activity is moderate, with optimal phasic bursts in response to task-related targets (*f*, firing rate of LC neurons; *t*, time or latency). This leads to a *P3b* potential in the posterior parietal cortex, facilitating accurate task performance. *Novel* or *infrequently* occurring events (of no task-relevance) can also produce phasic LC responses. These are associated with a *P3a* potential in parietal cortex, which is generally smaller than the P3b potential. The P3a does not correlate with behavioural responses when performance is task-engaged. Note that, in contrast to either target or infrequent novel stimuli, *frequently* occurring task-irrelevant stimuli do not evoke P3 responses.](gr7){#fig7}

###### 

Meta-analysis of studies assessing sustained attention. The studies included in this meta-analysis, employed tasks assessing vigilance/sustained attention, in any sensory modality, at *a single location* only in healthy control subjects. Only right hemisphere fronto-parietal activations are shown in this table and plotted in MRICro ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

  Study                                                      Task used                                  Modality of imaging   No of subjects   Regions activated   Talairach Coordinates (*x*, *y*, *z*)   *Z*/*t* score of activation[a](#tbl1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------------------- ---------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  [@bib102]                                                  Visual and somatosensory vigilance tasks   PET                   23               Parietal lobe       29, −51, 34                             \>2.1
                                                                                                                                                                   35, −35, 48                             \>2.1
                                                                                                                                                                   39, −27, 46                             \>2.1
                                                                                                                                                                   49, −25, 46                             \>2.1
                                                                                                                                               Frontal lobe        45, 21, 34                              \>2.1
                                                                                                                                                                   31, 17, 44                              \>2.1
  [@bib71]                                                   Visual and vibration vigilance tasks       PET                   17               IFG                 44, 20, −8                              3.1
                                                                                                                                               MFG                 40, 34, 23                              2.9
                                                                                                                                               IPL                 43, −61, 44                             3.5
  [@bib103]                                                  Auditory CPT                               PET                   8                VLPFC               36, 27, 12                              3.6
                                                                                                                                                                   36, 22, −11                             4.9
                                                                                                                                                                   38, 20, −5                              3.7
                                                                                                                                               ILP                 59, −37, 35                             3.4
  Coull and Frith (1998)[b](#tbl1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Visual CPT variant                         PET                   4                IFG                 36, 20, 10                              4.59
                                                                                                                                               IPS                 36, −56, 44                             4.72
  [@bib29]                                                   Visual vigilance task                      PET                   6                IPL                 48, −52, 36                             4.42
                                                                                                                                               DLPFC               36, 10, 40                              5.22
  [@bib50]                                                   Visual CPT                                 fMRI                  12               DLPFC               30, 43, 44                              5.44
                                                                                                                                                                   41, 38, 41                              4.05
                                                                                                                                                                   37, 27, 33                              2.71
  [@bib134]                                                  Visual vigilance task                      PET                   15               MFG                 36, 36, 32                              4.74
                                                                                                                                                                   30, 46, 4                               4.73
                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                               IPL                 54, −52, 24                             4.29
  [@bib1]                                                    Visual CPT                                 fMRI                  14               DLPFC               38, 43, 15.5                            
                                                                                                                                               Anterior insula     34, 15, 11.5                            
                                                                                                                                               IPL                 38, −49, 39.5                           
  [@bib145]                                                  Visual vigilance task                      fMRI                  12               Angular gyrus       54, −60, 33                             6.44
                                                                                                                                                                   57, −51, 30                             6.15
                                                                                                                                                                   60, −45, 42                             5.26
                                                                                                                                               PMC                 48, 12, 42                              5.75
                                                                                                                                               MFG                 39, 48, 21                              5.27
                                                                                                                                               Anterior insula     51, 33, 21                              5.24
                                                                                                                                                                   39, 30, −9                              4.94
  [@bib44]                                                   Visual vigilance task                      fMRI                  7                IFS                 47.5, 41.1, 7.2                         7.51
                                                                                                                                                                   39.6, 46, −10.7                         4.95
                                                                                                                                               IPL                 53.5, −40.1, 51.8                       6.39
                                                                                                                                               SPL                 33.7, −68.8, 49.5                       6.36
  [@bib135]                                                  Auditory vigilance task                    PET                   10               IFG                 32, 26, −15                             4.81
                                                                                                                                                                   40, 23, 3                               4.63
                                                                                                                                               IPL                 51, −49, 36                             3.7

CPT, continuous performance task; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; VLPFC, ventroleteral prefrontal cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; PMC, premotor cortex; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus.

*Z*/*t* scores given where available.

This study employed the same stimuli but different instructions in two tasks. In the sustained attention task subjects had to respond to all stimuli, in the selective attention task they had to respond to target stimuli only. The coordinates given here refer to areas activated by both tasks.

###### 

Meta-analysis of studies assessing target-related salience detection. This meta-analysis included tasks performed at a *single location in space* only in healthy control subjects. Stimuli could be presented in any sensory modality. Only right hemisphere frontal and parietal activations are listed here and illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

  Study       Modality of task      No of subjects   Regions activated   Talairach coordinates (*x*, *y*, *z*)   Z/t score of activation[a](#tbl2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------- --------------------- ---------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  [@bib81]    Visual and auditory   5                IPL                 52, −31, 41                             
                                                                         55, −36, 35                             
                                                                         41, −29, 48                             
                                                                         55, −33, 31                             
                                                                         55, −29, 26                             
                                                     IFL                 48, 4, 11                               
                                                                         44, 9, 9                                
                                                                         42, 2, −3                               
                                                                         43, 11, −4                              
                                                                         45, 1, 44                               
  [@bib21]    Visual                6                IPL                 48, −39.38                              \>3.09
                                                     MFG                 32, 0, 56                               \>3.09
                                                     IFL                 44, 17, 6                               \>3.09
  [@bib75]    Visual and auditory   10               MFG                 28, 48, 28                              7.2
                                                     IFG                 52, 12, 28                              6.67
                                                     SPL                 28, −56, 60                             7.16
                                                     IPL                 60, −36, 24                             9.42
  [@bib44]    Visual                7                MFG                 27.7, 56.7, 6.4                         4
                                                     IPL                 55.4, −58.8, 28.7                       3.37
  [@bib62]    Somatosensory         9                IPL                 46.1, 46.6, 41.3                        
                                                     dPMA                36.6, −14, 54.8                         
                                                     DLPFC               37.5, 23.8, 30.4                        
                                                     VPMA                48.9, 6.1, 24.7                         
  [@bib76]    Auditory              100              MFG                 23.8, 51.5, 19.5                        16.69
                                                     IFG                 51.5, 8.5, 14.3                         14.07
                                                     Insula              43.6, 14.8, −14.2                       18.34
                                                     SPL                 23.8, −47.4, 61.3                       12.42
                                                     IPL                 55.4, −34, 20.1                         21.25
  [@bib15]    Visual                14               Insula              33.7, 23.3, −1.2                        9.3
                                                                         39.6, 0.8, 16.5                         4.44
                                                     MFG                 39.6, 30.9, 35.3                        5.88
                                                     IPL                 61.4, −22.1, 23.2                       4.72
  [@bib78]    Auditory              6                IPL                 38, −52, 36                             6.72
  [@bib48]    Visual                36               IPL                 52, −26, 44                             4.57
                                                     MFG                 32, 50, 12                              4.32
                                                     Insula              40, −2, 16                              4.38
  [@bib153]   Auditory              16               IFG                 59.4, 18.4, 17.5                        4.14
                                                     IPL                 59.4, −41.2, 31.5                       3.47

IPL, inferior parietal lobe; IFL, inferior frontal lobe; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobe; dPMA, dorsal premotor area; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; VPMA, ventral premotor area.

*Z*/*t* scores given where available.

###### 

Meta-analysis of studies assessing orientation to novel distracters. Only right hemisphere activations within the frontal and parietal lobes are listed here. Investigations included all presented stimuli at a single location.

  Study                                        Modality of task                     No. of subjects   Regions activated   Talairach coordinates (*x*, *y*, *z*)   *Z*/*t* score of activation
  -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------
  [@bib40][a](#tbl3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Visual, auditory and somatosensory   10                TPJ/IPL             56, −36, 24                             4.77
                                                                                                      IFG                 53, 9, 26                               4.34
                                                                                                                          42, 0, 22                               4.36
                                                                                                      Insula              43, 13, 4                               4.27
  [@bib75]                                     Visual and auditory                  10                I/MFG               48, 4, 28                               5.33
                                                                                                      IPL                 32, −52, 56                             6.51
                                                                                                      Precuneus           28, −76, 32                             9.5
  [@bib76]                                     Auditory                             100               IFG                 47.5, 16.8, 25                          14.64
                                                                                                                          47.5, 22.4, −7.9                        13.91
                                                                                                      IPL                 35.6, −60, 43.5                         14.14
                                                                                                      SPL                 47.5, −40.6, 42.6                       11.87
  [@bib15]                                     Visual                               14                Insula              29.7, 25.4, 2.4                         4.67
                                                                                                      IFG                 41.6, 13.1, 28.8                        3.48
                                                                                                      MFG                 45.5, 0, 38.7                           3.69
  [@bib48]                                     Visual                               36                IFG                 44, 6, 32                               4.22

TPJ, temporoparietal junction; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SPL, superior frontal gyrus.

Downer et al. (2002) did not use an oddball paradigm, but a similar task in which they were able to compare activity in response to novel stimuli to that obtained with a baseline familiar stimulus.
